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Introduction

The Image/Upgrade Overview Document is intended to provide ctcLink users with a summary of the changes that will be made in the system as a result of the upcoming image or PeopleTools upgrade implementation. Oracle releases multiple PeopleSoft updates, called images, for each pillar every year. Each Image contains bug fixes and features that are important for PeopleSoft to work well. PeopleTools upgrades update the underlying framework of the system. There are minimal changes that are noticeable to the end users. Below is an overview of the changes that you can expect to see as part of this upgrade.

Financial Aid

INAS Warning Messages Appear When Making ISIR Corrections with Discrepancies

After applying Image 19, INAS Warning Messages were not invoked when discrepancies were entered. Modified PeopleCode invoked by INAS button in the "Correct 20xx-20xx ISIR Records" and "Maintain Application 20xx-20xx" components so the INAS Warning Message will now appear when discrepancies are entered.

Navigation

Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Correct 2021-2022 ISIR records

Image: INAS Warning Messages
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9.2 Making ISIR Corrections | 9.2 FA - ISIR Processing | ctcLink Reference Center

Pell COA Correctly Building to Full Annual Amount

After applying Image 20, Pell COA and Pell LTHT COA were not correctly building to full annual amount when one FA Term in the aid year had Load of N or was set to Inactive. Modified the SQL in the Budget Move COBOL store statement, adding a Financial Aid Load check to the Enrolled Term
SQL Where clause.

**Navigation**

Financial Aid > Budgets > Create Student Budget

Financial Aid > Budgets > Maintain Term Budgets

**Image: Student Budget Maintenance Incorrect Pell COA Amount**

Starting from Image 20, students not attending one or more quarters in the aid year were getting the incorrect Pell COA amount.
After applying Image 22, students not attending one or more quarters in the aid year are getting the correct inflated Pell COA amount.

Image: Student Budget Maintenance Correct Inflated Pell COA Amount
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9.2 Building a Budget | 9.2 FA - Budgets | ctcLink Reference Center

2022-2023 Aid Year Updates for FISAP Reporting
A link has been created under Fund Management for FISAP 23 which enables reporting of 2020-2021 aid year data in order to apply for campus-based funds for the 2022-2023 aid year.

Navigation
Financial Aid > Fund Management > Generate FISAP Reports > FISAP 2022-2023
Report on Eligible Aid Applicants for Award Year 2020 - 2021

Run Control ID 2023_FISAP

Institution Spokane Falls CC
Aid Year 2021-2022 Financial Aid Year

Overrides
- SSA Citizenship Override
- DHS/INS Match Override

Print Student List
- Print Student List
  Output Type
  File Path

Navigation
- SACR > Product Related > Student Financials > Taxes > TIN Table > Template

Student Financials

Tax Processing
Delivered new template for 2021 1098-T tax form.
ACCESSIBILITY

ISIR_PIA_CS2_22: MANUAL TAB ORDER NOT IN LOGICAL ORDER

Modified the tab order to fix the issue. Keyboard navigation with tab key now follows logical order.

Navigation

Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Correct 2021-2022 ISIR Records

Image: ISIR Page
INST_INAS_SMRY_22: OATB AND JAWS ISSUE

Redesigned 2021-2022 View IM EFC Summary page, replacing the multiple 'Detail' hyperlinks with field label hyperlinks, which invoke the existing secondary pages displaying breakdowns of field amounts. Performed field alignment cleanup on said secondary pages. Same changes made to the 2020-2021 View IM EFC Summary page.

Navigation

Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > View 2021-2022 FM EFC Detail

Image: 2021-2022 EFC Detail

Image: 2021-2022 EFC Detail Link Selected
INAS_PROF_EXT1_S22: JAWS FAILURE IN READING COMBOBOX LABEL

- ‘Select Expanded Available Income Table’ ComboBox Label Incorrect on Maintain Application 2021-2022 IM Link Page.
- Screen Reader Output: “Select Expanded Available Income Table combo box”
- Visual Label Written as: Select Expanded Avail Inc Tabl
- Screen Reader output now matches label as written.

Navigation
Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Correct 2021-2022 ISIR Records > IM Link

Image: Combo box label

Select Expanded Avail Inc Tabl

Note: If you select the “Budget Durations” link at the top of the page, then return to this page, the label changes to below (both labels match the screen reader output):

Select Expanded Available Income Table

Image: Combo box label

Select Expanded Available Income Table